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Under plausible conditions on the shape of a monopolist’s or a monopolistic competitor’s cost function, multiplicative 

demand uncertainty is shown to raise the firm’s optimal precommitted price. It is argued that this effect can be substantial. 

1. Introduction 

A recent strand of thinking in Neo-Keynesian macroeconomics has emphasized the theory of 
monopolistic competition, in conjunction with small fixed costs of changing prices, as a basis for 
price rigidity. Given that picture of monopolistically competitive firms that at least temporarily 
precommit to a certain price, it is natural to consider the effect of demand uncertainty on the optimal 
precommitted price. ’ 

2. The direction of the effect 

For simplicity, let us take the number of firms to be fixed. ’ In a one-period model, a monopolist 
or monopolistic competitor wiI1 then face the optimization problem: 

(1) 

where II is total profits, p is the firm’s precommitted price and x is a demand shifter. The 
first-order condition is 

Efl,(p,x) =O, (2) 

where the subscript shows a partial derivative in the obvious manner. Variance in the level of 
demand as indexed by x will disturb this first-order condition and thereby affect the optimal 

* I would like to thank David Romer and Larry Ball for stimulating my interest in this topic, and Robert Barsky for helpful 

discussions. 

1 This paper owes its existence to Ball and Romer (1987), who introduce this issue, but do not fully resolve it, since they are 

concentrating on a different set of issues. 

’ An earlier version of this paper included a discussion of entry and exit which could not be included because of space 

constraints. 
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precommitted price; in particular, using a second order Taylor expansion of np, one finds that for a 
small amount of uncertainty in x, 

ap* I flpxx 

+x’> 2 w,,>. 
(3) 

A mild strengthening of the second-order condition insures that the denominator of (3) is positive, so 
it can readily be seen that the sign of the effect of a small amount of demand uncertainty depends on 
the sign of LIP__. 

More generally, assuming that EIIpp < 0 for any relevant probability distribution of x, we can use 
the results of Rothschild and Stiglitz (1970) to show that if II,,, is positive for all values of x, any 
mean-preserving spread of the probability distribution of x will unambiguously raise ELI, and will 
therefore raise the optimal precommitted price, while if IIpXX is negative for all values of x, any 
mean preserving spread of x will unambiguously lower EII, and therefore the optimal price. 

Without putting any restrictions on the type of demand shifts we are considering, little more can 
be said about whether demand uncertainty raises or lowers the optimal precomitted price. However, 
a very natural specification of demand shifts - as proportional increases in the quantity demanded at 
every price - coupled with reasonable conditions on the shape of the cost function, will make the 
effect of demand uncertainty on the optimal price unambiguously positive. 

To be specific, let the quantity demanded at any price be xf( p) and the cost of producing this 
quantity of output be c[xf( p)]. Then, 

fl(P,X) =pxfOI -C(Xf(P)), (4) 

~,(P,x)=x[~(P)+P~‘(P)-~‘(P)c’(x~(P))~, and (5) 

n pxx = -.f’( P)f( PW’(Xf( PI) + a PIG”’ (Xf(P))l . (6) 

Since -f’( p)f( p) will always be positive as long as the demand curve slopes down, the sign of 
II is just the sign of 2c”(y) + yc “’ (y), where y = xf( p) is the ex post amount of output 
prPXdxuced. 3 The first term, 2c”( JJ), is positive as long as marginal costs are increasing in the quantity 
of output. The second term, yc “’ (y), will be non-negative as long as the marginal cost function 
c’(y) is convex. We can argue for convex marginal costs, first, based on the intuition that informs 
most textbook illustrations of the marginal cost function, and second, based on the intuitive notion 
of ‘capacity output’, which seldom refers to an absolute maximum amount of production, but rather 
to a point after which marginal costs rise very rapidly. If marginal costs tend to be relatively constant 
or rise slowly at low levels of output and rise more rapidly at higher levels of output marginal costs 
will be convex. The two assumptions of increasing and convex marginal costs together make the 
effect of multiplicative demand uncertainty on the optimal precommitted monopoly price unambigu- 
ously positive. 4 

Thus, the specification of demand shifts as (horizontally) multiplicative prevents any influence of the shape of the demand 

function on the sign of IIPxx, making it depend only on the shape of the cost function. 

As is clear from the equations above, convex and increasing marginal costs are sufficient but not necessary for this result. 

As long as the marginal cost function is never concave enough for a negative value of yc “’ (y) to overwhelm the effect of 

increasing marginal costs 2c”( y), and as long as marginal costs are never decreasing fast enough for a negative value of 

2c”( y) to overwhelm the effect of convex marginal costs yc “’ (y). the result will still hold. 
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The economic interpretation of this result is straightforward. Convex marginal costs imply that the 
expected ‘marginal cost of producing one more unit in every state of demand will be increased by a 
mean-preserving spread. Increasing marginal costs mean that high marginal costs occur in states of 
high demand when a change in price has a bigger absolute effect on the quantity sold, so that lower 

prices tend to increase the amount sold by a greater absolute amount in those states in which producing 

and selling more is worst for the firm. Put together, these two assumptions about marginal cost clearly 
imply that a price reduction is less attractive in the face of uncertain demand and a price increase is 
more attractive. 

One important aspect of the story is the assumption that the firm must precommit to a given price 
in the sense of guaranteeing to provide the product to all takers at that price. If the firm has a set 
price but can ration consumers in periods of high demand, then as far as production costs are 
concerned, the upper end of distribution of x is effectively collapsed onto the value of x that 
indicates the maximum amount the firm is willing to sell at its precommitted price. This might 
require some modification of the statements above to apply to this modified distribution of x. 
However, if rationing consumers has indirect costs (perhaps from upsetting those consumers and 
thereby losing future business) that are only a little below the costs of making the product available 
to them, the possibility of rationing may not change things much. 

3. The size of the effect 

One approach to gauging the size of the effect of demand uncertainty on the optimal precom- 
mitted monopoly price would be to calculate the value of -flpXX/II~p at various points. This is not 
hard to do, and should afford some enlightenment to the interested reader. But this measure of the 
effect of demand uncertainty on a monopoly price has the two disadvantages of depending intimately 
upon the exact shape of the demand curve, and applying in a strict sense only to small demand risks. 
Here we will develop another measure which (1) depends almost entirely on the shape of the cost 
function alone with very little dependence on the exact shape of the demand function, and (2) applies 
equally well to small and large risks. This is the Arrow-Pratt analog measure of the firm’s 
‘skittishness’, IIpXX/lTpX, which compares the effect of uncertainty in the demand shifter x to the 
effect of a straightforward increase in x. 

To motivate Ilp,,/II,, as a measure of the firm’s ‘skittishness’ in the face of demand uncertainty, 
note that for small changes in x, the effect on the optimal price is given by 

so that if we give the name 5 to the ‘certainty equivalent’ to a small risk in x in the sense of having 
the same effect on the optimal price, then this certainty equivalent increase in x is given approxi- 
mately by 

(8) 

or 

4= 
=,xX( PJO) a,z _ 

WPJO) 2 - 
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-f’(P)f(P)[2c”(xof(p)) +xof(P)c"'(xofm ?I? 
= f(p) +pf’(p) -r’(P)+of(P)) -xo~“(P)f(P)c”(xof(~)) T 

r 
= 

i 

2 + c”‘(xofb)bof(P) &, 
c”(Xo.0 l-4 1 0 

where f(p) +P~‘(P) -f’(~>c’(x,f(~N is equal to zero 5 because it is IIp(p,x,,)/xO. Using this 
approximation, one can see that if marginal cost is convex at all, then the effect of demand 
uncertainty on price is greater than the effect of a certain increase in demand equal to u,‘/x. Since 
one can normalize x to be equal to 1 at the mean level of demand, this result is readily interpretable. 
it says for example (assuming the small-risk approximation is reasonably accurate) that demand 
uncertainty with a standard deviation equal to 10% of average demand should cause a price increase 
at least as great as a certain increase in demand of 1%. Thus, the effect we are investigating is likely 
to be substantial in many actual situations where there is a large amount of demand uncertainty over 
the period of time a price is held fixed. 

For large risks, we can define the certainty-equivalent increase in x by the equation 

where x,, is the mean of the original distribution of x and 2 is the mean-zero random variable 
x - x0. Then, as is done in Kimball (1988) for precautionary saving premia, we can apply Pratt’s 
(1964) mathematical results about risk premia to show for two monopolists with possibly different 
optimal prices, that if for every value of x, II~,,/Kl~, is greater for the first monopolist than the 
second, 6 then the certainty equivalent increases in x is greater for the first monopolist than for the 
second. ’ In other words, if this measure of the responsiveness of price to demand uncertainty is 
uniformly higher for the first monopolist, then a given uncertainty in x has the same effect on price 
as a large increase in demand for the first monopolist than for the second. By making a comparison 
between the monopolist one is interested in and another monopolist with a convenient form of cost 
function, it is not difficult to put a lower bound on the effect of demand uncertainty on price in any 
given case. 

4. Conclusion 

For macroeconomics, one of the most interesting aspects of the above results is that if menu costs 
cause prices to be set in nominal terms, the ‘demand uncertainty’ mentioned in these results can be 
caused not only by real factors, but also by purely nominal disturbances to the money supply or by 

’ Therefore the denominator will be positive as long as marginal cost is increasing. 

6 Note that while ELIp = 0, ILIp need not be zero for every realization of x, so the denominator (II,,) will not simplify as it 

does for the case of small risks. This means that the assumption that Y,( p,x) is positive for all possible realizations of x, 

which is needed in order to apply Pratt’s theorems, is more restrictive than the simple assumption of increasing marginal 

costs. 

’ See especially Appendix C in Kimball (1988). In the case here, sine II,,,/D~T,, will be positive, one must make use of the 

fact that Pratt’s results reply to risk-loving as well as to risk-averse agents, and make appropriate sign adjustments. 
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disturbances in the demand for (and therefore the velocity of) money. Since macroeconomic models 
of monopolistic competition typically deliver the result that the initial equilibrium already has too 
little output because of an aggregate demand externality, * any increase in price (and consequent 
reduction in average output) due to demand uncertainty is likely to be harmful. Conversely, by 
reducing the demand uncertainty faced by firms that have precommitted nominal prices, macroeco- 
nomic stabilization can lead to lower prices, higher mean output, and a consequent improvement in 
welfare. 9 The future, no doubt, will bring more complete models of this adverse effect of aggregate 
demand variability on overall welfare. 
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